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March 13, 2004
-

Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20549-0609
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Re: File No. S7-06-04
Your efforts on behalf of reform in the Fund industry are greatly
appreciated. There is, however, one critical issue that you have still
missed (even though it has been brought to your attention repeatedly
in communications from this office). I will make yet another attempt
to clarify this very simple point as much as I possibly can.
The issue at hand is the calculation of load and 'offering price' as
related to Class A shares. You have, once again, simply restated the
long-standing industry method for calculating 'load'. This method,
due to its use of an incorrect formula, results in load being charged
upon load. This causes the investor to pay excessive load and, more
importantly, causes his purchased share count to be lower than it
should be.
This is a VERY simple premise. Please take a minute and follow my
thoughts.
There is only ONE rate charged against NAV as 'load1. There should
be only ONE rate advertised in the prospectus as 'load'. If, after that
rate is applied and the transaction takes place, the fund company
wishes to DESCRIBE the completed transaction by using other
methods to calculate load relative to other items, that is fine. The
key is that any other calculations are ONLY descriptive... .they should
never be used in any other way. Although you have suggested
requiring the prospectus to 'require disclosure of loads as a

percentage of net asset value' (footnote 71 in your proposal), you
provide no correct and definitive guidelines regarding how load is to
be calculated. In fact, in footnote 155 you actually provide a method
that results in the exact same problem we have been trying to solve
all along. You call for the calculation of 'offering price' using the
formula NAVl(1.00-rate). Then using the resultant 'offering price' to
calculate the number of shares purchased. This formula is not
descriptive... .it is the heart and soul of the transaction as
EVERYTHING that follows is based on it. The problem here is that
NAVI(1.OO-rate) is not how you add a given percentage to the NAV.
To do that you would need to use NAV x (l+rate). This is NOT
equivalent to your formula as witnessed by this example using your
numbers from Attachment I:

This table is based on the 4% load stated in footnote 71 but omitted
from Attachment 1 (this rate should be PROMINENTLY displayed)
NAV

Offering
Price

Amount
Paid

Shares
Load
Bought/Sold

This is how it looks when you correctly calculate offering price using
NAV x ( I .OO+rate).
NAV

Offering
Price

Amount
Paid

Shares
Load
Bought/Sold

As you can clearly see, there is a difference of $12.19 in load paid
and a resultant .670 share shortage to the investor.

These are significant numbers and are absolutely NOT a result of any
'rounding error'. The error / difference is due completely to the use of
two different formulas. One correctly adds the advertised percentage
of load to the NAV. The other, effectively calculates load based upon
an already loaded number. This yields what can euphemistically be
referred to as a shortfall for the investor and a windfall for the
industry.
To reassert my core premise: The critical issue is the initial
calculation of load on NAV. This calculation must apply ONLY the
advertised rate to the NAV. The resulting offering price may then be
used to calculate the number of shares purchased. It must be made
very clear that any other references to rates relative to gross sales
amount, or anything else, are simply descriptive. They may in NO
WAY be used in, nor do they relate to, the critical initial calculation.
This and all other communications regarding this matter from this
office dating back to October 2003 are to be in the Public Domain.
Thank you for your consideration of this critical issue,
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1 SEC chief admits
that problems
were overlooked

Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs. "A significant reason is
because the industry lost sight
of certain fundamental principp!: - includlg its responsibhbes to the millions of people
who entrusted their confidence, the fruits of their labor,
their hopes and dreams for the
future to this industry for safekeeping."
Donaldson also acknowledged the commission had
failed to find problems early
enough. None of the current
cases against a dozen mutual
fund h s came about as a result of inspections by the SEC.
Officials say the inspectors
were never assigned to look for
abusive trading practices like
thosethat have been revealed. 1
although a 'recent industry 1
surve- by-& c~n)-+ion
found that such practices might
be pervasive.
While Baker pushes his bill
in the House the Senate is not

pliance programs, including a
chief compliance officer, for the
funds, he said.
In the Senate, lawmakers
questioned Donaldson about
how the commission had
missed the problems in the industry and had been overshadowed by state regulators. He
acknowledged the agency's
shortcomings while defending
it against criticism from state
officials.
Democrats and Republicans
on the committee asked Donaldson whether the agency had
suflicient resources and expertise to lind and fix market prob
lems. He replied that the commission was preparing to open
a unit to anticipate new areas of
market problems.
"Clearly, we can improve the
effectiveness of the way we go
about doing things," he said.
'We did not inspect for late
trading and market timing.Nor
has the commission inspected
for that for many years.
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In a letter to Shelbv and his -mart
jn the House, neasurv Secretary John W. Snow
and Alan Greensoan. the ch&pan of the Fecleral Keserve,
u r p . e d e s s to ensure that
mutual fund fees are ' W y s u b
lect to the corn~etitivetests 01
b e marketp@ce.- 'Iney also
said that any new disclosure L
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3, the commission would conider a proposal by its staff to
2nd late trading by setting what
1e called a "hard 4 o'clock cut~ff,"after which any purchase
)r sale orders would be priced
th e next day. And the commia
sion probably will adopt a measure requiring mutual funds to
spell out their policies on certain kinds of quick trading, or
marlret tim9fig:mtfsfrong com-
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'The extent of this has come
as a surprise to us."
Donaldson tried to deflect
criticism from state officials,
such as New York Attorney
General Eliot Spitzer and Wdliam F. Galvin, secretary of the
commonwealth of Massachusetts, that the commission has
been too quick to settle complaints of wrongdoing.
Sen. Christopher Dodd, DConn., pressed Donaldson
about the relationship between
the SEC and state regulators.
'We can't have you and Mr.
Spitzer and the guy in*Massachusetts screaming at each
other in a public forum every
day," Dodd said. "What are we
going to do about that? How are
you going to solve that? Lets
get right to i t What are you
going to do?"
'We're d o h everything in
our power to work with state
regulators and that includes all
of them," Donaldson said. "Unfortunately, we can't control

"The extent of this
has come as a
surprise to us."
WILLIAM H. DONALDSON
what certain state regulators
decide they want to say publio
ly.I believe that it's very counterproductive."
In a brief telephone interview
after the hearing, Spitzer said
that he had criticized the recent
settlement between Putnam
and the commission "because it
was not a deal that I substantively agreed with."
'We are on the same team
and working together," he said.
"But the lack of us being on the
same page resulted from the
fact that we were not consulted
prior to the settlement This
was not the paradigm of the
way things should work."

